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The Stage Managers’ Association is pleased to announce the publication of their second podcast series: “Women of Broadway.” WOB follows the SMA’s “Legacy Project: Standing in the Dark,” (which currently features ten audio interviews of prominent and career Broadway and off Broadway stage managers) and was launched in 2017.

The Women of Broadway mini-series will consist of interviews, conducted by SMA Vice Chair Mandy Berry, with female Broadway stage managers who have children. Each podcast discusses one stage manager’s personal journey to negotiate the struggles involved in finding a work/life balance within the theatrical industry. We will listen to the stories of some of the strongest and most inspiring women who have opened the door to gender equality in stage management.

Inspiration for the WOB interviews came to Mandy when she was listening to an all-male panel of stage managers talking about how they managed to have families while continuing to work, while their wives stayed at home with the children. The female perspective about having children while trying to advance a career was the conversation Mandy was eager to have and hear.

The Stage Managers' Association the United States is the only national organization of professional American stage managers who work in theater, dance, opera, special-and-live-industry-events, world-wide. The purpose of the SMA is to advocate for, recognize and provide continuing educational opportunities for professional stage managers across the United States.

For further information on the “Women of Broadway” series, please contact Mandy Berry or Elynmarie Kazle, Chair of the SMA, at the following email PressInfo@stagemanagers.org.